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News from the ASD...

Merry Christmas
We hope you had a good Christmas...

WeTransfer
We have setup a WeTransfer site which is free for all
our members to use to send and receive large files - up
to 2GB per transfer. It's a lot simpler and cleaner than a
lot of the alternatives and doesn't require an account,
display adverts, make you wait or download software to
access the files. Files are held online for 4 weeks and
you receive an email when your files are downloaded
by the recipient.
You can access it here:
https://asd.wetransfer.com
And, you can give out the address so other people can
send files to you.
Why not try it out now by sending yourself a file to see
how it works.
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Offers
John Leonard: Free Sound Effects and Discount

John Leonard has produced a selection of free sound
effects from his sound effects library for ASD members
to download:
https://files.me.com/johnsound/j5dsic
John is also about to release a new collection of sound
effects called The Voice Of Poseidon which consists of
90 tracks of seascapes, with a couple of rivers and
waterfalls thrown in for good measure, including a
Niagara Falls composite. Almost all files are over three
minutes, with some even longer, to avoid that "heard it
before" looping nastiness. It will be available for $80
when it releases but a special 44.1kHz/16 bit version
has been made for ASD members by John for just £25,
giving you around 4 GB of material. Simply send £25
via PayPal to john@johnleonard.co.uk. Visit here for
more details on sending money via PayPal.
Hollywood Edge
Hollywood Edge are offering 25% off all products until
January 1st, simply use the coupon code ENDOFYEAR
at checkout.
Waves plugins
50% off all Waves plugins, upgrades and bundles until
December 31st
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